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1. Tools 
 
To make the connection between PC and CPU it is necessary to physically have access to the main CPU board 
of the system which is located in the upper part of the system as shown in the figure: 
 

 
 

 
 

Use a USB 2.0 male type A - male type B cable, possibly no longer than one meter. 
 
Note: to improve communication stability it is highly recommended to apply ferrites to the ends of the USB 
cable 

 
 
If remote assistance is required for the use of the software, it will be necessary to provide a PC with windows 
7 or higher with stable access to the internet and a remote connection program. 
 
In case it is necessary to have access to the memory card to evaluate the past logs, it will be necessary to 
have a MicroSD-SD adapter for reading from a PC. 
 

  
 

To remove the card (yellow square) press the button just below and wait 10 seconds. 
 
NOTE: the data must be sent zipped or compressed to avoid filters or antispam that can block the email or the 
content. 
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2. Installation 
 

To perform the installation procedure, you need to run the Setup.exe file and follow the wizard, if the program 
files as installed are copied to a folder then you can directly run the OneSrlCommunication as administrator. 

3 versions are available, the Admin, the Technician and the Dealer, which have progressively reduced 
administrative functions. 

 

3. Use 
 
3.1. Connection 

 
Once both terminals are connected, open UneSrlCommunication, wait for the loading on a black background 
to disappear and the first page will appear; 
  

 click along the green Config com bar 
 select the correct COM 
 in the window column and press "CONNECT" 

 
NOTE: to locate the correct COM in case it is not already known go to 

1. Control panel 
2. Device manager 
3. locate: COM e LPT 
4. STMicroelectronics virtual COM port (COM(N°)) 

 
The number indicated after the COM abbreviation in brackets is the same number to be entered in the Config 
com page. 
 
NOTE: if the assigned COM is greater than 10, so it cannot be set on the OneSrlCommunication, it is possible 
to change the assigned COM port as follows: 
 

 Right click -> Properties 
 Port Settings -> Advanced 
 COM port number: -> select a new free COM between 1 and 10 -> Ok 
 CONNECTED should appear in the status box 
 

 
NOTE: if this does not happen, disconnect the USB cable on one side, reconnect it, restart the program and 
repeat this procedure from the beginning. 

 
 If the device COM is assigned it is not in the list, perform this procedure: 

 Right click on the "this PC" icon 
 Select properties 
 Click device manager on the top left 
 Select the window "Port settings" 
 Click the "Advanced ..." button 
 Locate the drop-down list with COM port number COM (N) 
 Select a COM among those available free. 
 Accept everything 
 Disconnect and reconnect the COM. 
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Pages 

 
The following paragraphs indicate the details, purposes and functions of each of the program windows in 
detail. 

 
Logout 

 

 
 

This is a simple page in which the user's connection status is shown, the red light indicates his disconnection 
while the green light indicates the connection. 

 

Config com 

 

 
 

 COM Port 
The numbers from 1 to 10 indicate the COM Port where UneSrlCommunication tries to make the 
connection and corresponds to the one that the PC has assigned to the CPU once it is connected. 

 Open – Close 
There are 2 commands never present in unison that allow you to interrupt or open the communication 
between PC and UneSrlCommunication. 

 Status 
Closely related to the com port: empty indicates that no connection attempt has been made; 
Connected: communication has been established; Unable to connect: communication was not 
established.  

 
  Summary 
 

Below are the tables relating to system alarms with the main causes and possible solutions. The activities 
must necessarily be carried out by qualified personnel certified by UNE. 
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bit ALARM NAME
BLOCKING 

ALARM
POSSIBLE CAUSE POSSIBLE SOLUTION

0 ALL_UNDERV_DC NO
There is no photovoltaic production and 
the battery is off

if it does not reset within ten minutes, reset using the "ALL" button, 
if this does not work, contact: assistenza@unesrl.com

1 ALL_OVERV_DC YES
Possible overvoltage from the controller 
or inverter.

Disconnect one controller at a time and check the cause, if the alarm 
persists, the cause could be the inverter, in this case contact 
assistenza@unesrl.com.

2 ALL_ISOLAMENTO NO
Possible loss of insulation of the 
photovoltaic system.

check that by disconnecting the photovoltaic system the alarm is 
reset; at that point check the integrity of the photovoltaic system.

3 ALL_SENS_IRR NO
The sensor is dirty, covered or not 
connected.

Check the integrity of the photovoltaic system and electrical 
connections.

4 ALL_OVERLOAD NO User connected too high load. Disconnect high load and perform alarm reset.

5 ALL_OVERV_AC_IN YES
Power surge from the network. Reset the 
alarm using the "ALL" button; if possible, 
perform a system restart.

If frequent, it is recommended to install AC arresters to protect the 
line.

6 ALL_BATTERY_LOW YES

the system has dropped below its 
minimum charge level because it was 
disconnected from the distributor network

Check the presence of the distributor network and verify that the 
rated voltage and frequency are always within the limits of the 
regulations.

7 EMPTY Not used Not used

8 WAR_CARICA_CICLICA NO

If the battery does not reach 100% within 7 
days, the system stops discharging the 
battery until the photovoltaic system has 
fully recharged it.

No action is required.

9 WAR_CP1 NO
High theoretical calculated irradiation and 
additional energy available; requires 
irradiation sensor.

No action is required.

10 WAR_WARMUP NO

The system battery is warming up to bring 
it to a temperature of 265 ° C can take up 
to 14h, once completed the system will 
begin to work regularly.

No action is required.

11 WAR_BACKUP NO

the system has dropped below its 
minimum charge level because it was 
disconnected from the distributor 
network: either due to voltage outside the 
230 +/- 10% range or due to a distributor 
network blackout.

If the event occurs frequently, contact your distributor.

12 ALL_SYSTEM_DISCONNECTED YES Generic system alarm. contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.
13 WAR_UPLOAD_AVAILABLE NO A firmware update is available Restart the system

14 ALL_T_AMB_OUT_OF_RANGE YES
The ambient temperature in which the 
ZHERO system is installed is out of range.

All the necessary precautions must be taken so that the ambient 
temperature of the system in which ZHERO is located remains in the 
range -10 + 40 ° C.

15 ALL_SENS_T_AMB NO
Ambient temperature sensor not present 
or disconnected.

if present, check the wiring, if not supplied, no operation is 
necessary.

16 ALL_OG_GENERALE Not used Not used

17 ALL_RETE_ENEL YES
Distributor network not present, phase / 
neutral inverted, earth not correctly 
connected.

Check the correct connection of the distributor network.

18 ALL_RETE_OG Not used Not used

19 ALL_SPI NO

SPI interface forces the system to 
disconnect from the distributor network 
because it is absent or outside the 
parameters of the regulations.

If frequent, contact the local energy distributor for a network check.

20 TEST_SPI NO
The "ALL" button was pressed for more 
than 15 seconds.

Press and hold the "ALL" button for 15 seconds.

21 ALL_DISSERVIZIO_USER YES

Excessive consumption of the users along 
the backup line or battery shutdown 
during a blackout of the distributor 
network.

Check the loads connected under the backup line.

22 WAR_SOC_MIN NO
It represents a state of operation, no 
activity is required.

No action is required.

23 ALL_EEPROM NO
The EEPROM memory of the CPU board is 
corrupted, it is necessary to request the 
replacement of the board.

Contact assistenza@unesrl.com to have the board replaced.

24 EMPTY
25 EMPTY
26 EMPTY
27 EMPTY
28 EMPTY
29 EMPTY
30 EMPTY
31 EMPTY

SUMMARY - STATUSCYCLE - Agen
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bit ALARM NAME
BLOCKING 

ALARM
POSSIBLE CAUSE POSSIBLE SOLUTION

0 ALL_B0_FERMA YES
Too many battery reset occurred in a short 
time. If the problem persists, there may 
be a problem with the battery.

Reset the alarm using the "ALL" button. If the problem turns out to 
be frequent, contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.

1 ALL_B0_BLOCCO NO

Possible battery anomaly or inappropriate 
use. If the events are sporadic it's not 
necessary to perform any operations.

No action is required.

2 ALL_B0_PRE_OL NO
The user has connected a load that is too 
high and the system reports it.

if the problem occurs frequently, contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.

3 ALL_B0_LIMP_STRING NO
The battery works with reduced storage 
capacity.

Contact assistenza@unesrl.com only if this reduction occurs within 2 
years of installation.

4 ALL_B1_FERMA YES
Too many battery reset occurred in a short 
time. If the problem persists, there may 
be a problem with the battery.

Reset the alarm using the "ALL" button. If the problem turns out to 
be frequent, contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.

5 ALL_B1_BLOCCO NO

Possible battery anomaly or inappropriate 
use. If the events are sporadic it's not 
necessary to perform any operations.

No action is required.

6 ALL_B1_PRE_OL NO
The user has connected a load that is too 
high and the system reports it.

if the problem occurs frequently, contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.

7 ALL_B1_LIMP_STRING NO
The battery works with reduced storage 
capacity.

Contact assistenza@unesrl.com only if this reduction occurs within 2 
years of installation.

8 EMPTY
9 EMPTY
10 EMPTY
11 EMPTY

12 ALL_COM_INV0 NO
possible data cable disconnection or 
general anomaly.

Possible breakage of the power board or interruption of the CPU - 
INVERTER communication cable; to contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.

13 EMPTY
14 EMPTY

15 ALL_COM_B0 NO
Probable battery shutdown due to restart. try to reset the alarm by pressing the "ALL" button; restart the 

system, if this is not restored, contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.

16 ALL_COM_B1 NO
Probable battery shutdown due to restart. Reset the alarm by pressing the "ALL" button; restart the system, if 

this is not restored, contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.
17 Vuoto

18 ALL_COM_CH0 NO

with lack of photovoltaic production the 
controller is not communicating; if 
production is present, check the integrity 
of the communication cable

If the communication cable is intact and the photovoltaic voltage is 
present but there is no communication, contact: 
assistenza@unesrl.com.

19 ALL_COM_CH1 NO

without photovoltaic production the 
controller is not communicating; if 
production is present, check the integrity 
of the communication cable.

If the communication cable is intact and the photovoltaic voltage is 
present but there is no communication, contact: 
assistenza@unesrl.com.

20 ALL_COM_CH2 NO

with lack of photovoltaic production the 
controller is not communicating; if 
production is present, check the integrity 
of the communication cable.

If the communication cable is intact and the photovoltaic voltage is 
present but there is no communication, contact: 
assistenza@unesrl.com.

21 ALL_INV0_OFF YES
The inverter is in protection mode. Reset the alarm or restart the system, if the problem does not 

disappear contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.

22 ALL_INV0_OVERTEMP NO
System placed in a too hot place. Disconnect loads and allow system to cool. Place it in a cool, dry and 

ventilated place.
23 ALL_INV0_GENERALE YES/NO
24 EMPTY
25 EMPTY
26 EMPTY
27 EMPTY
28 EMPTY
29 EMPTY

30 ALL_INV_DERATING YES
Power supplied by the battery reduced 
due to the high temperature of the 
inverter.

Consider improving the ventilation of the room where the ZHERO is 
installed.

31 ALL_INV_FERMO_BLOCCO YES
Probable inverter breakdown. contact: assistenza@unesrl.com.
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Check the inverter alarm table.
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3.2. Disconnessione 
 

To disconnect, follow this procedure: 
 
o If in LOG: press the stop save button in Summary (green bar at the top) and wait for the message to 

become start saving. 
o If in acquisition: in Summary (Green bar at the top) Stop acquisition, press the button if data acquisition 

is active and wait until Start Acquisition appears. 
o Select the page in the green bar with the writing Config com and press Close. 
o End of disconnection procedure. 

bit ALARM NAME
BLOCKING 

ALARM
POSSIBLE CAUSE POSSIBLE SOLUTION

0 RELE YES
Relay stuck or distributor mains voltage 
too high

Contact: assistenza@unesrl.com

1 PH_OVC YES Excessive inrush current
Check that your backup line does not have loads with spikes greater 
than 50A, intervene to reduce the starting point of the devices 
connected to the ZHERO backup line.

2 BUS_OVV YES Possible overvoltage on the DC BUS If it happens frequently contact: assistenza@unesrl.com

3 ISO NO
Loss of electrical insulation on the DC side 
of the machine

Check the insulation of the photovoltaic strings

4 RCD YES Inverter malfunction during start-up Contact: assistenza@unesrl.com

5 TEMP YES Invrter overtemperature
Improve ventilation of the room where ZHERO is installed, 
temporarily reduce line loads.

6 COM YES Inverter communication error
Possible breakage of the power board or interruption of the CPU - 
INVERTER communication cable; contact: assistenza@unesrl.com

7 EEPROM YES Corrupted EEPROM memory Contact: assistenza@unesrl.com
8 BAT_UNV YES Possible battery shutdown Contact assistenza@unesrl.com only if the problem persists

9 BAT_OVV YES
Possible overvoltage caused by the charge 
controllers or the battery

Contact assistenza@unesrl.com only if the problem persists

10 OUT_UND YES Possible disruption caused by the inverter Contact assistenza@unesrl.com only if the problem persists

11 OUT_OVV YES Possible overvoltage from the grid Contact assistenza@unesrl.com only if the problem persists
12 FREQ YES Distributor network frequency error If the problem persists, contact the energy distributor

13 PB_BATT
possible breakdown of the inverter 
internal power supply

Contact: assistenza@unesrl.com

14 SW_PH_OVC NO Excessive inrush current
Check that your backup line does not have loads with spikes greater 
than 50A.

15 START YES Generic startup error Contact assistenza@unesrl.com only if the problem persists

0 EXT_COM NO
communication between system and 
ZHERO not working

Check that ZHERO and WATTMETRO are powered, check integrity and 
correct connection of the cables

1 Empty
2 Empty
3 Empty
4 Empty
5 Empty
6 Empty
7 Empty
8 Empty
9 Empty

10 Empty
11 Empty
12 Empty
13 Empty
14 Empty
15 Empty
16 Empty
17 Empty
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